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Abstract. The detailed analysis of the Bitcoin network and its main participants. 
The expert authors (Igor Makarov, London School of Economics, Antoinette 
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The Bitcoin network is defined as a new database comprising many of public and 
proprietary sources to link bitcoin address to real object, and an extensive set of 
algorithms to extract information on market key players behavior. Three major 
pieces of analysis of the Bitcoin eco-system were conducted. First, the authors 
analyze the transaction volume and network structure of the main participants on 
the blockchain. Second, they document the concentration and regional 
composition of the miners which are the backbone of the verification protocol and 
ensure the integrity of the blockchain ledger. Finally, they analyze the ownership 
concentration of the largest holders of Bitcoin. The researchers found that 1/3 of 
all bitcoins issued were owned by 10,000 individual investors. They conclude that 
the high concentration makes the first cryptocurrency market vulnerable to 
hypothetical hacker attack. The translator notes that paraphrasing English text in 
Russian was rather challenging due to the newness of the financial agenda and 
introduction of the term entity extensively used in the Western countries though 
new to Russia. Nevertheless, it is necessary to introduce readers to the bitcoin 
technology which will be also practical and useful for the library and information 
community. 
 
Keywords: cryptocurrency, bitcoin, blockchain, transaction, miner, multiple 
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3.2. Real volume 
We now focus on the economically meaningful, non-spurious, part of 

Bitcoin volume. To understand for what purposes Bitcoin is utilized, we 
trace Bitcoin flows between different types of entities on the blockchain. 
Our list of known entities includes exchanges, on-line wallets, payment 
processors, gambling sites, mixing services, illegal services, and mining 
pools. We identify these entities from a large number of public and 
proprietary sources as described in the data section. 

Cryptocurrency exchanges such as Coinbase, Binance, or Kraken, and on-
line wallets such as Blockchain.info and BixIn are one of the major types 
of entities where Bitcoin can be stored and traded. Exchanges in theory 
provide platforms to trade Bitcoin against fiat currencies and other coins, 
while on-line wallets specialize in custodian services. However, in practice, 
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the difference between exchanges and on-line wallets is often slim. Both 
types of entities in many cases offer both functions. Therefore, we group 
these entities together when providing a general overview of Bitcoin 
utilization. Payment processors, such as BitPay or CoinPayments, facilitate 
payments by on-line shops, gambling, and other entities that accept 
cryptocurrencies as means of payment for good and services. Illegal 
services include dark net marketplaces such as Hydra Market, numerous 
ransomware wallets, and entities engaged in scams. Mixing services or 
tumblers such as Bitcoin Fog and Wasabi wallet are sites that allow their 
customers to pool together their funds in order to obfuscate where the coins 
are being sent from. 

Another set of entities that are a core component of the Bitcoin system 
are mining pools and miners. We identify miners by tracing rewards 
distribution of the largest mining pools to individual miners. We describe 
how we trace miners in Section 4 and in the Appendix. Overall, we identify 
248,000 miners in the data. 

As previously discussed, the pseudonymous nature of Bitcoin makes 
it difficult to link an address to the real-world entity behind them.  
Thus the identification of entities is incomplete almost by design, since it 
relies on an entity either voluntarily disclosing its addresses or learning 
about an entity’s addresses in the course of interaction with it. 

To address the problem of incomplete identification of entities and 
to make sure that we are not missing major players on the blockchain, we 
analyze the top 10,000 unknown clusters with the largest Bitcoin volume, 
for which we were not able to find an identity. Out of this universe of clusters, 
we select those that either receive regular flows from miners or receive more 
than 50% of its inflow from known exchanges and send more than 40% of 
its outflow to known exchanges. These thresholds are determined from the 
transaction patterns of known entities. For a typical exchange, 53% of its 
Bitcoin outflow goes to other exchanges, and 52% of its Bitcoin inflow comes 
from other exchanges. These numbers are significantly lower for all other 
entities. For example, a typical gambling site sends 21% and receives 29% 
of its total flows from exchanges. We find that 4507 clusters satisfy the 
above conditions. Taken together they account for 63% of the bitcoins  
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flowing to the largest 10,000 clusters. In what follows, we refer to these 
clusters as LEOTD, Likely Exchanges, OTC brokers, or Trading Desks. 

Based on this classification of participants, in Figure 3 (view original 
figure here: https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w29396/ 
w29396.pdf) we plot the average monthly transaction volume that is 
generated by these different types of entities on the blockchain from the 
beginning of 2015 until May 2021. The volume is calculated as the 
amount of bitcoins that are sent to different types of entities in a given 
month. Figure A shows the volume in BTC and Figure B as the percentage 
of the total monthly volume. 

We see that the majority of the volume is generated by transactions 
involving exchanges and LEOTD clusters. Volume flowing to known 
exchanges constitutes about 40% of total volume and another 20% of the 
volume is generated by volume flowing to LEOTD. To highlight the 
dominant role of exchanges and LEOTDs, we split volume that goes to 
the Other category, which consists of all unknown clusters that are not 
LEOTDs, into two parts: volume coming from exchanges and LEOTD and 
the rest. This decomposition shows that volume from exchanges and LEOTD 
to Other explains another 20% of the volume. Thus, exchange and trading 
desk related volume constitutes about 80% of the total volume. Other 
known entities are only responsible for a minor part of total volume as of 
the end of 2020. For example, illegal transactions, scams, and gambling 
together make up less than 3% of the volume. The fraction of volume 
explained by miners is even smaller. 

 
This analysis of volume underscores the dominance of trading and 

speculation related transactions on the blockchain, and at first glance seems 
to be at odds with earlier results that emphasized the prevalence of illegal 
transactions on the blockchain. Most notably, Foley et al. (2019) estimates 
that more than 46% of transactions are due to illegal transactions. The 
difference between their calculations and ours comes from two main sources. 
First, Foley et al. (2019) intentionally drop all exchange-related volumes 
from their calculations, since they want to focus only on payments for goods and 
services. Since we show above that trading constitutes the main activity 
on the blockchain, this choice severely changes the denominator. Second, 
the estimate of volume in Foley et al. (2019) is based on an imputed 
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network of illegal clusters where any cluster recursively is deemed illegal if 
the majority of its transactions is with previously identified illegal clusters. 
While intuitively appealing, this imputation method does not 
discriminate between real users and short-lived pass-through clusters that 
exist solely to obfuscate tracing. We show in Section 3.5 that this type of 
spurious volume is typically a very large part of illegal transactions. As a 
result, volume imputed by this method is likely to overstate the economic 
value of illegal trades1. 

Our results of course do not mean that illegal activities on the 
Bitcoin blockchain are not a problem from the perspective of social 
welfare. We agree with the general concern that the pseudonymous nature of 
Bitcoin facilitates malfeasance such as illegal activities, tax evasion, or even 
bribes. Even though the BTC volume of illegal trades has stayed relatively 
stable in the last few years, the dollar amount of illegal activities increased, 
since the dollar value of BTC went up. We compute the net flow of bitcoins 
to illegal entities over 2020, broken down by their specific types. We 
calculate that there are about $550 million flowing to addresses that have 
been identified as scams, about $16 million in identified ransom payments, 
and more than $1.6 billion for dark net payments and dark net services. In 
addition, there are about $1.7 billion flowing to addresses affiliated with 
gambling and another $1.4 billion in mixing services. 

In sum, we think it is important to get the magnitudes of transaction 
activities right in order to understand what are the ultimate drivers  
of Bitcoin value. Our results do not support the idea that the high 
valuation of cryptocurrencies is based on the demand from illegal 
transactions. Instead, they suggest that the majority of Bitcoin 
transactions is linked to speculation. 

3.3. Network centrality 
In the previous section, we show that cryptocurrency exchanges are 

responsible for the majority of volume on the Bitcoin network, and are therefore 
likely to play a dominant role in the network. To sharpen our understanding of 
the role exchanges play, we now analyze the structure of the Bitcoin network. 

1  The exact comparison of our results to the prior paper is difficult because we use a 
substantially larger set of identified entities. 
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In our network analysis, we restrict our attention to the most relevant clusters, 
i.e. clusters for which we know their identity and that are in the top 10,000 
highest volume clusters. With these filters, we have 11,043 entities, which 
account for more than 55% of the total volume. Because of the rapidly 
changing evolution of the Bitcoin ecosystem, we focus on the most recent 
time period: from 2018 to the end of 2020, which leaves us with 6248 
entities. To represent this network, we use a directed weighted network 
graph, where a node i corresponds to cluster i and an edge (or link) from 
node i to j corresponds to the total Bitcoin flows over the period 2018–
2020 from cluster i to cluster j. The resulting network consists of 6248 
nodes and 622K edges. Each entity receives and sends bitcoins to the other 
100 entities in the graph, on average. Figure 4 (view original figure here: 
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w29396/w29396.pdf) 
plots a subset of this Bitcoin network graph, where for ease of illustration 
we retain only nodes that received at least 500,000 bitcoins over the 
period from 2018 to the end of 20202. 

The network of the largest entities consists of 23 entities and 492 edges3.  

The node and edge size are proportional to the volume received by 
the entity and the volume between two different entities. In the case when 
two clusters send flows to each other, the direction of the edge between 
these clusters agrees with the largest flow, and the edge is marked with a 
red segment.  

Out of 23 entities, three entities (BitGo, Xapo, and BixIn) are on-line 
wallets, 18 are identified exchanges, and two are unknown entities. The two 
unknown entities are likely to be unidentified exchanges or large OTC desks. 
They actively interact with known exchanges and receive a large amount 
of miners’ rewards; 1 252 and 4 795 bitcoins, respectively. 

Figure 4 reveals a high degree of interconnectedness between the major 
exchanges. We can see that they form an almost complete graph, where each 
node connects to all others. This is despite the fact that these exchanges 
operate in different regions. For example, Bithumb and Upbit are Korean 

2  To plot this and other networks in this paper we use Graphia package software available 
at https://graphia.app/, Freeman et al. (2020). 

3  In a directed network, an edge from node i to j and an edge from node j to i count as 
separate edges. 
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exchanges, bitFlyer is Japanese, Bitstamp, Coinbase, Gemini, and Kraken are 
geared towards US and European users, and Huobi, BixIn, OKEx, and OceanEx 
towards Chinese. The high degree of interconnectedness has important 
implications for KYC regulation which we address in Section 3.5. 

Inspection of Figure 4 further shows that Binance, Huobi, and 
Coinbase are the largest and the most active participants in the Bitcoin 
network. To formally quantify the importance of different entities, we 
compute the eigenvalue centrality of each entity in the full network.  
The eigenvalue centrality for an entity i is the ith component of vector x, 
which is the solution to the eigenvector equation: 

Ax = λx, (1) 

where matrix elements Aij are given by the total Bitcoin flows from entity 
i to j over 2018-2020, and λ is the largest eigenvalue associated with the 
eigenvector of matrix A. The eigenvector centrality takes into account not 
only the total volume received by an entity but also the structure of the 
Bitcoin network and gives larger weights to clusters that receive large 
volume from clusters that receive large volume themselves4. 

Figure 5 (view original figure here: https://www.nber.org/system/ 
files/working_papers/w29396/w29396.pdf) shows the top 25 entities 
with the largest Bitcoin network centrality. Confirming our earlier 
observation based on Figure 4, Binance, Coinbase, and Huobi have the 
highest measure of centrality. Other exchanges from Figure 4 are also 
among the most central 25 entities. This should not come as surprise since all 
these exchanges are part of a very dense network. 

The eigenvalue centrality (1) confirms the dominant role of 
exchanges in the Bitcoin network. We conclude this section by noticing 
that the eigenvalue centrality can potentially serve as a new and useful 
measure of the importance of exchanges.  

Other popular measures that have previously been used by many data 
aggregators such as CoinMarketCap include (1) off-chain exchange trading 
volume, website traffic, or the number of Twitter followers. A desirable 
property for any ranking measure is to be resilient to manipulation. 

4  See Newman (2010), 7.1.2 for more details. Eigenvector centrality based on other 
network measures such the total number of transactions produces similar results. 
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Unfortunately, none of the existing measures seem to be fully 
manipulation-proof5. 

Since the eigenvalue centrality measure is based on the cross-exchange 
bitcoin flows on the blockchain, to improve its position in the ranking 
an exchange would have to send back and forth large amounts of bitcoins 
to other exchanges. This can prove significantly more costly than simply 
engaging in wash trading or buying website traffic. Therefore it is reasonable 
to believe that the eigenvalue centrality can be more resilient to 
manipulation than other measures. 

3.4. Cross-exchange flows 
Our analysis in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 shows that a large part of the 

Bitcoin volume is driven by cross-exchange flows. What explains these 
flows? To answer this question, it is important to recognize that 
cryptocurrency markets consist of many non-integrated exchanges that 
are independently owned and exist in parallel within and across 
countries. On an individual basis, the majority of these exchanges function 
like traditional equity markets where traders submit buy and sell orders, 
and the exchange clears trades based on a centralized order book. 
However, in contrast to traditional, regulated equity markets, the 
cryptocurrency market lacks any provisions to ensure that investors receive 
the best price when executing trades6.  

The absence of such mechanisms increases the importance of 
arbitrageurs who trade across different exchanges and ensure consistent 
prices across them. Suppose an exchange rate between Bitcoin and some 
other currency, say C , is different across two exchanges. An ideal arbitrage 
trade would be to exchange Bitcoin for C on the exchange where the 
exchange rate is high and exchange C for Bitcoin on the exchange with a low 
exchange rate; then transfer Bitcoin and C between exchanges and realize the 
risk free profit. 

5  See, for example, a report from cryptocurrency market surveillance firm BTI Verified: 
https://btiverified.com/crypto-market-data-report-2020/. 

6  For example, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)’s National Best Bid and 
Offer (NBBO) regulation in the United States requires brokers to execute customer trades 
at the best available prices across multiple exchanges. 
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The above trade faces few obstacles if C is a cryptocurrency since by 
design, the pseudonymous nature of cryptocurrencies makes them immune to 
any capital controls. However, when C is a fiat currency the ability to 
repatriate funds from one country to another may be obstructed by cross-
border capital controls, and the market can become potentially segmented. 

In Makarov and Schoar (2020) we indeed show that in the period 
2017–2018 there were large and recurring deviations in cryptocurrency prices 
across exchanges, pointing to significant market segmentation. We also 
showed that the arbitrage spreads were much larger for exchanges across 
different countries than within the same country, and were positively linked 
to cross-border capital controls7. 

The above discussion suggests that (1) exchanges within a country 
with strong capital controls can be more interconnected with each other than 
with other exchanges, and (2) exchanges that trade similar currency pairs can 
see higher cross-exchange flows. 

To test these predictions, we compute two measures of similarity of a 
pair of exchanges. One is based on the similarity of the cryptocurrency 
pairs traded on each exchange. And the other is based on the similarity of 
the interaction of the two exchanges with other exchanges on the Bitcoin 
blockchain. To compute the currency-pair similarity we use Kaiko data, a 
private firm that has been collecting trading information about 
cryptocurrencies since 2014. The Kaiko data cover only a subset of 
exchanges that we can identify on the Bitcoin blockchain, but these are the 
largest exchanges. The joint set consists of 57 exchanges. 

 
For each exchange, we consider all traded currency pairs where one of 

the currencies is Bitcoin. The other currency could be a fiat currency, 
stable coins, or other cryptocurrencies. In total, we have 4,360 currency 
pairs across 57 exchanges, with the median number of currency pairs on an 
exchange being 13. For each exchange i and cryptocurrency pair j, we 
compute the total trading volume in the period 2018-2020 denominated 

7  Cross-border capital controls can be a motif for cross-exchange flows themselves.  
Since Bitcoin is not subject to capital controls one can use it as a means to bypass them.  
This alone, however, cannot explain flows between crypto-only exchanges and flows 
across exchanges within the same country. 
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in Bitcoin, vij. Next, we normalize the volume on each exchange by the 
Euclidean norm: 

 
and use the Euclidean distance between vectors  

 
measure of similarity of exchanges i and k. 

To compute the exchange similarity based on the Bitcoin flows we 
first calculate the matrix of cross-exchange flows, A. Each element aij of 
matrix A is the average of Bitcoin flows from exchange i to exchange j and 
vice versa. As before, we normalize the volume on each exchange by the 
Euclidean norm 

 
and use the Euclidean distance between vectors  

 

to obtain a measure of similarity of exchanges i and k on the Bitcoin 
blockchain. 

To see if the two constructed similarity measures isolate the same group of 
exchanges we apply the K-medoids clustering algorithms to each of the 
similarity measures. The K-Medoids algorithms tries to group similar 
exchanges together to minimize the withincluster sum of distances between 
exchanges. It is a popular clustering method available in many packages8. 

Figure 6 (view original figure here: https://www.nber.org/system/ 
files/working_papers/w29396/w29396.pdf) shows the result of the 

8  We use KMedoids routine from Python module sklearn extra in our analysis, see Hastie et 
al. (2001), 14.3.10 for more details. 
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application of K-medoids clustering algorithms based on the currency-
pair similarity measure. We can see that there are four no- table groups of 
exchanges. These are US-European (group 5), Korean (group 3), Japanese 
group (4), and Tether (group 2) exchanges. The sharp clustering of Korean 
and Japanese exchanges reflects the fact that these exchanges use the 
national fiat currency as the base currency and trade a small number of 
currency pairs. A similar situation holds for US-European exchanges 
where both dollar and euro serve as a base currency, with the dollar 
usually being more popular. The majority of group 2 exchanges are 
crypto-only exchanges, which do not offer an opportunity to trade against 
a fiat currency. These exchanges usually use Tether as a base currency 
and list a large number of different cryptos for trading. There are also a 
few isolated exchanges that have less popular base currencies. For 
example, Coinfloor uses British pound, BitBay Polish zloty, and ACX 
Australian dollar. 

Next, we apply the K-medoids clustering algorithms to the Bitcoin 
blockchain similarity measure. Figure 7 ( view original figure here: 
https://www.nber.org/system/files/working_papers/w29396/w29396.pdf) 
shows the results9. Comparing Figures 6 and 7, we can see that the 
difference in distance between exchanges within a cluster and exchanges 
from different clusters is not as pronounced as in the case of clustering 
based on the cryptocurrency pairs. This should not come as a surprise since 
exchange integration depends not only on the cryptocurrencies traded but 
also on the capital controls that are in place in a given country.  
Two exchanges in different countries can be well separated in the 
cryptocurrency pair distance if they use different fiat currencies but can be 
very similar in the Bitcoin blockchain distance if they operate in countries 
without capital controls. 

Nevertheless, Figures 6 and 7 show that clustering of major groups 
of exchanges based on the two similarity metrics produces broadly similar 
results. In particular, the Korean and Japanese exchanges in both cases are 
grouped together. The US-European and Tether exchanges are less clearly 
separated. For example, Poloniex, which is crypto-only exchange, is now 

9  K-medoids clustering algorithms takes the number of clusters as a parameter. Since there 
is no rigorous theory to determine it, we use a default value of 8. 
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grouped together with Coinbase, Bitstamp, Gemini, Kraken, and Bitfinex.  
This is again consistent with our results in Makarov and Schoar (2020), where 
we show that the US-European and Tether exchanges are better integrated 
than exchanges in Korea and Japan. 

3.5. Enforcement of KYC norms  
for Bitcoin Transactions 

We conclude our study of Bitcoin volume with the analysis of flows 
associated with the shadow economy. Light regulation and the anonymity 
of cryptocurrencies have made them a popular choice for anyone who 
wants to evade legal or regulatory scrutiny or engage in tax evasion. 
Proponents of cryptocurrencies often like to point out that 
cryptocurrencies are still superior to cash because of their digital 
footprint. While the digital footprint indeed imposes some constraints to 
the anonymity of transactions, and in some cases helped catch offenders, 
it is important to realize that there are strong limitations. 

To understand the challenges of enforcing Know-Your-Customer 
(KYC) norms, it is instructive to consider a network centered on Hydra 
Market, which is one of the largest dark net marketplaces10.  

Hydra Market has been in operation since 2015 and has been 
growing rapidly since then. We focus on the most recent period, 2020 – 
June 2021. Over this period, Hydra market received 147,620 bitcoins 
from 514,855 clusters and sent them to 315,359 clusters. The 514855 
sending clusters in turn received their flows from 3,291,180 clusters, and 
the 315,359 sending clusters sent to 500,544 clusters, of which 116,131 
are new clusters. be very similar in the Bitcoin blockchain distance if they 
operate in countries without capital controls. 

 
Figure 8 (view original figure here: https://www.nber.org/system/ 

files/working_papers/w29396/w29396.pdf) depicts the resulting net-
work, where for ease of illustration we retain only nodes that send at 
least 1000 bitcoins within this network. When computing volume in this 
network we intentionally exclude volume between any clusters that  

10  https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-02-01/darknet-market-had-a-record- 
 2020-led-by-russian-bazaar-hydra. 
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belong to the list of known or high volume entities, which we studied in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4.  

The node size reflects the total amount of bitcoins sent from Hydra 
Market to a corresponding entity. The edge size is proportional to the 
volume between two different entities. In the case when two clusters send 
flows to each other, the direction of the edge between these clusters agrees 
with the largest flow, and the edge is depicted with a red segment. The orange 
color shows identified clusters, the green color marks unknown high volume 
clusters, the turquoise color shows short-lived clusters with a lifespan 
below one month, the purple color marks the remaining clusters. 

Figure 8 reveals that the highest volume entities interacting 
directly with Hydra Market are non-KYC exchanges such as LocalBitcoins, 
Bitzlato, Binance, Huobi, and Totalcoin11. Once the flows arrive at these 
exchanges they get mixed with other flows and become virtually 
untraceable, and so can be sent anywhere afterwards. 

The figure also shows that direct interactions of Hydra Market with 
those exchanges that try to enforce KYC norms, such as Coinbase and 
Gemini, are modest; but their interaction with the neighboring clusters is 
significantly larger. For example, Coinbase directly sent and received 196 
and 126 bitcoins from Hydra Market, respectively. But it sent 530,000 
and received 218,000 bitcoins via the neighboring clusters. 

Looking at Figure 8 we can see that the majority of flows to and 
from Coinbase occur through short-lived clusters, which in most cases are 
created for the sole purpose of obfuscating the origin of funds. A typical 
transaction involves mixing tainted funds (those that can be traced to Hydra 
Market) with “clean” (not traceable to illegal transactions). Each mixing 
reduces the share of tainted flows. The process is repeated several times 
until the resulting flows become clean enough to send them to KYC 
exchanges.  

What are the implications of the above analysis? First, non-KYC 
entities serve as a gateway for money laundering and other gray 
activities. The decentralized nature of the Bitcoin protocol makes it easy 
for these entities to operate – they only need to have their servers in a 
country where the authorities are willing to tolerate their existence.  

11  https://bitshills.com/best-non-kyc-crypto-exchanges/. 
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If KYC entities are allowed to accept flows from entities that are not 
following strict KYC norms (the current state) then the digital footprint 
has a very limited effect on preventing tainted flows from entering into 
wide circulation. The ability to trade “privacy coins” such as Monero and 
the increasing popularity of DeFi platforms further facilitate these money 
laundering strategies. 

Second, even if KYC entities were restricted to deal exclusively with 
other KYC entities, preventing inflows of tainted funds would still be nearly 
impossible, unless one was willing to put severe restrictions on who can 
transact with whom and make every transaction subject to the approval of 
a type of blockchain analytics companies such as Bitfury Crystal Blockchain 
and Chainalysis. Note that if this regime was to realize these firms would 
become the de facto trusted parties essential for the functioning of the 
Bitcoin network. But this is exactly what the Bitcoin protocol is 
designed to circumvent. If trusted parties exist there are simpler and more 
efficient solutions than the Bitcoin protocol, e. g., a permissioned blockchain. 

Finally, notice that while transacting in cash and storing cash involve 
substantial costs and operational risks, transacting in cryptocurrencies and 
storing them are essentially costless (apart from fluctuation in value). The 
wider the adoption of Bitcoin is, the easier it will be to use it for 
transactions without ever having to touch regulated entities, and the more 
attractive it will become for malfeasance and shadow economy. 

(To be continued.)  
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